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Problem Set 2: Mini-Project 
 
1. Carry out a numerical study to explore the ranges of validity of both the Fresnel and 
Fraunhofer approximations. Take the example of diffraction by a rectangular slit so as to 
simplify the problem to one dimension. Use 500nm wavelength light, and a slit width of 
0.1 mm. Calculate the diffraction pattern at various distance using the full Huygens-
Fresnel integral, as well as the Fresnel and Fraunhofer integrals. Let’s establish, as a 
criterion for validity, that the intensity calculated anywhere in the pattern departs from 
the exact solution by no more than 1%. Using this criterion, what are the minimum 
distances at which each of the two approximations may be safe used. Compared the 
computational efficiencies of each the three calculations. If you have time and interest, 
determine how these minimum distances scale with the slit width. 
 
Answer: The full Huygens-Fresnel integral for 1D rectangular slit, 
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By taking approximation on r01, we get Fresnel and Fraunhofer integrals. Actually there 
are three approximation steps: 
 
A.1:  setting r01 ~ z in the denominator,  
 Approximation from Huygens-Fresnel (HF) to (H2).  
 
A.2:  replacing the spherical phase term by quadratic phase expansion on (x-ξ)2/z2, 
 Approximation from (H2) to Fresnel (FN).   
 
A.3: flattening the quadratic phase. 

Approximation from Fresnel (FN) to Fraunhofer (FH). 
 

As analyzed later, it turns out that the first approximation A.1 has much larger effect than 
A.2 so that (H2) case are similar to Fresnel (FN) case. A.3 is also a major approximation. 
In the end, the minimum distances to keep approximations safe are similar for (H2) and 
Fresnel (FN) case, and that of Fraunhofer (FN) case is much larger. 
 
 
 



Numerical Calculations of integrals 
 
MATLAB is used to do numerical calculations for these integrals. Double precision is 
used (it’s default). For four integral cases: the full Huygens-Fresnel integral (HF), the H-
F integral with A.1 (H2), the Fresnel integral (FN), the Fraunhofer integral (FH), four 
MATLAB programs are written to calculate the field U(x, z):  field_hf.m, 
field_h2.m, field_fn.m, field_fh.m. 
 
Cares are taken when discritizing the rectangular slit aperture for numerical integration.  
Since at the integration region, U(ξ)=1, the left part is the phase term divided by r01 or z. 
The phase term are fast-varying function with the period kr01=2π. The aperture 
coordinate step-size is chose so that there are >=40 points in one single period. (I tried to 
use larger number, but the integrals vary less than 0.5% but take longer to compute.) 
 
The field U(x, z) are supposed to be calculated across the at each point across the entire 
field, but it is not necessary and not practical. In the program, I used the 
scaled/normalized field coordinate x’= xW/(λz) and the step-size in this coordinate is 
usually 1/20 or smaller. Since sinc(x’=1, 2, 3, …) are the null points of sinc(x), so there 
are 20 or more points in one single period/region of sinc(x). The field intensity calculated 
are actually carried out by this scaled coordinate with four MATLAB programs: 
scaledint_hf.m, scaledint_h2.m, scaledint_fn.m, scaledint_fh.m. 
 
The numerical efficiencies vary in computing the integrals for the integrals take different 
numbers of floating point operations (flops). Estimates for four MATLAB programs are: 

 
HF: size(x)*size(z)*N*(11+FLOP(sqrt)+FLOP(exp))  flops 
H2: size(x)*size(z)*N*(9+FLOP(sqrt)+FLOP(exp))  flops 
FN: size(x)*size(z)*N*(8+FLOP(exp))    flops 
FH: size(x)*size(z)*N*(7+FLOP(exp))    flops 

 
Runtime benchmark shows that for 100 field points: 

  
HF: 11.206 seconds 
H2: 7.456  seconds 
FN: 4.723  seconds 
FH: 3.803  seconds 

 
 
Examples of calculated field intensity 
 
In intensity.m, several examples of field intensity are calculated to explore the 
approximation limits. First of these is to calculate the field at the center: x=0 and z from 
0.01mm to 50mm. The following log- log plot shows roughly how these integrals diverges 
at the center position, which also gives ideas of divergence in the sense of whole field. 
It’s noticed that (H2) and Fresnel (FN) cases are pretty close always until it gets really 
small (z < 0.1mm = W =slit_width). The Huygens-Fresnel integral (HF) differs from 



(H2)&(FN) around 0.1mm ~1mm. The Fraunhofer integral differs from others until z is 
large around 50mm. These data gives the range of z to find the minimum distances. They 
are more clear on the two enlarged plots. 

The second and third calculations in intensity.m are to find the field intensity over a 
certain field size.  
 
In the second calculation, the distance z is small, from 0.1mm to 1mm. The field 
intensities calculated by HF and FN integrals are shown as following figures. It can be 
observed that at the smaller z region, two cases are quite different, while at the larger z 
region, two cases get closer. (Because of the large gap between intensity at small z and 
larger z, the difference at large z can be seen more clearly with lower color axis size, 
caxis([0 10000]) -> caxis([0 1]).) 
 
 

   
 

   HF .vs. H2/FN     FH .vs. others 

 
 



 
In the third calculation, the distance z is larger, from 1mm to 50mm. The field intensities 
calculated by HF and FH integrals are shown as following figures. Two figures with a 
lower color axis size (caxis([0 10000]) -> caxis([0 1])) shows the diffraction pattern. (The 
two triangle totally dark regions are not calculated but setted to 0 due to the scaled field 
coordinates used. The real diffraction patterns are those colored straight lines forming 
shapes of ‘cones’). 

   
         Huygens-Fresnel (HF)  caxis([0 100])        Fraunhofer (FH)   
 

       
   Huygens-Fresnel (HF)      caxis([0 0.1])      Fraunhofer (FH)  

    
 

        HF      Fresnel (FN) 



It is easy to take the field intensity difference of two integrals and see how it changes 
with distance z. The difference of HF and FN cases are plotted for z from 0.1mm to 1mm. 
The difference of HF and FH cases are plotted for z from 1mm to 50mm. (The vertical 
axis is scaled/normilzed field coordinate x’= xW/(λz).) 

Just take estimates of minimum distances from the above plots by dividing the difference 
to the max HF field intensity at each distance, then we have the following two plots. 
Roughly the Fresnel approximation is valid when z >1.1mm (H2 valid when z > 
0.88mm), and the Fraunhofer approximation is valid when z >47mm. 

 
 
Finding the minimum distance of approximation validity 
 
The criterion for approximation validity is that the intensity calculated anywhere in the 
pattern departs from the exact solution by no more than 1%. This 1% can be in absolute 
sense or relative sense. The estimates in the above examples uses the absolute sense 1% 
by taking difference divided by the maximum or average of the central core at certain 
distance. The reasons of not choosing relative 1% (difference divided by exact solution 
intensity at that field position) are: (1) When the field intensities themselves are very 
small, such as smaller than 0.5% of maximum or average of the central core at certain 
distance, these fields can effectively ignored in consideration. Even two integral gives 

    
    Difference of HF&FN    Difference of HF&FH 

    
     Zc for FN, H2      Zc for FH 



noticeable relative difference, but their total contribution is smaller than 1% so that it is 
not noticeable. (2) The relative difference ratio is ill-conditioned when the exact solution 
has null value at certain position while the approximated solution are not exactly zero, in 
which case the relative ratio is always 100%. This is illustrated by the following plot of 
relative difference for HF and Fresnel at z from 1mm to 50mm. The relative ratio jumps 

to 100% at large z around 50mm, and at the null field positions of exact solution. 
 
The criterion in my calculation assumes to take 1% in the absolute sense. While the 
denominator intensity of the difference ratio is free to choose, the easiest one is the 
maximum intensity given distance z. MATLAB program finddiff.m steps from center 
x=0 until enough large field size to find the maximum difference between two integrals at 
given distance z. MATLAB program findzc.m calls finddiff to find the 
critical/minimum distance zc between two given z points.  
 
Knowing the estimated values of minimum distances, it is easy to use findzc to find the 
minimum distances such that: for Fresnel approximation, zc = 1.066mm, (for H2, , zc = 
0.865mm), and for Fraunhofer approximation, zc = 47.061mm. The following two plots 
show the field intensity profile at the minimum distances for difference integrals. 

    
Relative difference ratio remains at 100% at the null points of exact solution even at 
far distance, such as z~50mm. 

 

      
 

      Field intensity by HF & FN             Field intensity by HF & FH 



The scaling of the minimum distance with the slit width is analyzed in scale_zc_w.m 
which calls findzc to find the minimum distance for each slit width. In scale.m, it is 
found that for the Fresnel (or H2) approximation, the minimum distance is almost linear 
or slightly quadratic to slit width. But for the Fraunhofer approximation, the minimum 
distance is perfectly proportional to square of slit width. It is reasonable because the 
Fraunhofer approximation gives the analytic intensity solution with quadratic dependence 
on W/(λz). It is noticed that the minimum distance for ‘far- field’ is generally larger 
(100x) than that of ‘near- field’, but both are extremely smaller than the results from the 
simple analysis in the class notes. 

 
 
Conclusions  
 
Numerical study is carried out to explore the ranges of validity of the Fresnel and 
Fraunhofer approximations. It is found that at the criterion of 1% difference, the 
minimum distance zc = 1.066mm for Fresnel approximation, and zc = 47.061mm for 
Fraunhofer approximation, both of which are extremely smaller than the results from the 
simple analysis in the notes. The reasons are that in the integral formula, the exponential 
phase term extremely rapidly changes in the aperture so that it greatly decreases the 
differences brought by the approximations to the denominator and the quadratic phase 
approximation itself. 
 
It is also found that the minimum distance is almost linear or slightly quadratic to slit 
width for the Fresnel approximation, but the minimum distance is perfectly quadratic to 
slit width for the Fraunhofer approximation.  
 
Though there are numerical errors in the study, the results should be approximately 
correct in the mm range. 
 
 
Attachments 
 
MATLAB programs 

    
     Scaling for FN (& H2)  Scaling for HF 


